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LINKFRESH 
Foundation & Supply Chain
Produce Dimensions
  Manage product through utilisation of produce dimensions for 

different produce types and dimension groups, such as, produce 
variety, grade, brand/mark, size, colour, origin, distribution 
packaging specification, box configuration, depot date and more.

  Flexible management of product selection for processing by 
produce dimensions.

  Configure different business rules for handling of different produce 
dimensions, e.g. different quality tests or landed costs by country 
of origin.

 Extended on-hand produce stock views.

Produce Attributes
  Enhanced inventory management with inclusion of batch specific 

produce attributes, such as the grower, growing site, harvest date, 
GPS coordinates, and others. 

 Produce attributes optimised for food/produce.
 Management of Retailer and Retailer Brands for released products.

Grower Records
  Data structures to support the management of grower records, 

including sites, areas, fields and supplier data integration.

Distribution Packaging Management
  Stock levels packaging can be proactively managed for inventory 

control, and waste reporting purposes.
  Store movements of distribution packaging with each inbound or 

outbound movement of product.
  Estimate requirements for distribution packaging based upon 

product information, and packaging specifications.
 Distribution packaging material rates and charges management.
  Charges for distribution packaging hire/de-hire calculated and 

recorded, for reconciliation against distribution packaging invoices.
  Track inventory of distribution packaging between suppliers, 

customers and own warehouse.

Grower Accreditation
• Maintain active grower accreditation records and schemes
• Restrict inventory processing based on grower accreditation status

Supply Specifications
  Maintain the permitted and preferred configurations of product to 

specific customers / retailers.
  Control the use of product such that the right product is used at 

every occasion, supporting accreditation requirements, product 
substitutions and miscellaneous specifications. 

Optimised Warehouse Processing
  Streamlined functionality to facilitate fast warehouse operations on 

both terminal and mobile.
  Standardised Inbound and Outbound interfaces facilitating user 

cross-training.
 Product Tracking Builder, facilitating pallet builds and labelling. 
 Strong mixed pallet support on both terminal and mobile.

Product Selector
  Provides targeted control for product selection and reservation to 

the pallet level.

Pallet Cross Referencing
 Flexible pallet numbering and labelling (SSCC support)
  Cross reference pallets for supplier, customer and internal 

references. 
 Extended pallet label print options.
 End to end pallet traceability.

Proof of Delivery (POD)
  Capture delivery data, reported between sales shipment and 

invoice.
 Configurable arrangements per customer.
 Manual or automatic POD processing.
 Invoice POD quantities in place of shipped quantities.
 Process rejected product or delivery discrepancies.

Advanced Pricing
  Enhanced pricing structures including open pricing and free of 

charge controls.
 Control manual entry of prices – permit / prevent / authorise.
  Variable pricing date controls by customer – order day / shipment 

day / delivery date.



LINKFRESH 
Foundation & Supply Chain
Forecasting & Planning
  Extended product forecasting for food / produce.
  Generation of forecasts through data updates or copy from multiple 

sources.
  Revision of forecasts through weekly profiles, with comparisons to 

period actuals.
 Production Forecasts generation.
  Supply schedules for Fresh supporting through Item planning 

groups.
 Extended MRP for LINKFresh produce dimensions.
 Support for multi-wave production updates.
  Update production plan for the day based upon confirmed order 

quantities.

Category Management
  Fulfilment rules – creating rules for fulfilling demand through different 

supply methods.
  Automated processing of fulfilment instructions from sales orders – 

generating back to back transactions.
  Automated processing of changes from provisional to confirmed 

sales orders.

Promotions 
 Promotions and new business opportunity management.
 Promotions task lists.
  Promotions integration within supply chain, covering Forecasts, 

Routings, BOM versions.

Device Integration
  Measuring device integration for external device reading capture 

and updates:  
 - Receipts
 - Dispatch
 - Consumption
 - Output
 - Quality tests

Electronic Data Exchange
 Inbound and outbound documents with activity logging
  Multiple EDI file formats supported to suit the needs of different 

retailers.
 Configurable to suit bespoke requirements.
 Automated EDI processing.
 Built-in validation and error handling.
 Inbound EDI: Forecast, Provisional and Confirmed Sales Orders.
 Inbound EDI: Proof of Delivery processing.
  Outbound EDI: Advance supply notice (ASN), Product Pricing Files 

and Sales Invoices.



LINKFRESH  
Operations
Pack Ahead Planning
  Maintain ‘Pack-ahead Profiles’ to specify proportion of forecasted 

demand to be produced on the day of requirement, versus that 
which can safely be packed ahead.

   MRP extended for pack ahead patterns within calculations.

Depot Date Management
 Depot date production profile management.
 MRP extended for Depot date patterns within calculations. 
  Depot date patterns could be used in conjunction to Pack-ahead 

profiles for accuracy in production planning. 

Labour Costing
  Management of labour type profiles and their associated costings 

for Production processes.
 Extended support for own and agency labour.

Production Forecasting
  System and user generated Production forecasts, based on pack-

ahead profiles and depot date patterns.  

Live Production performance
  Shop floor data collection via touch screens for current and live 

production throughput.
  Record line status, staffing levels, consumption, output, downtime 

and more.
  Production process rate management to facilitate possible 

production throughput and expected Production Schedules 
  Factory performance view with target vs. actual and forecast finish 

time.
 Red, amber, green (RAG) status per line, real time.
  Flexible production line views with tools to accommodate changes 

in anticipated production work allocation.
 Infinite daily capacity scheduling support.

Optimised Touchscreen
  Production touchscreen environment created for rapid and 

repeatable shop-floor/factory processes.
 Designed for food manufacturing, product grading and packing.
 Optimised modern user interface for ease of use.
 User configurable views and access rights.

Streamlined Production 
(Grading/Packing)
 Grading BOM – one to many.
 Predicted grading yields, time dependent.
 Actual yield recording.
  Full integration to grower returns for pay back based on grading  

or production output.
 Facility for production as third party services.

Label Room
 Label room job management and processing.
 Identify product labelling requirements as part of the BOM.
 Schedule label room jobs to meet anticipated production schedule.
 Record completion of Label Room jobs.
 Label room integration to production / consumption.
 Label room integration to stock system / journals.
 Depot date label controls.
  Support for variable tray labelling covering depot day and pack 

ahead.
 Label room job status records.



LINKFRESH  
Consignments
Consignment Budgeting
 Consignment planning and what-if analysis support.
  Build a portfolio of anticipated costs for consignment handling 

based on a chosen charge element, its treatment and whether 
the budgeted values be calculated per unit of measure, logistics 
quantity, lump sum, income percentage and others.  

  Consignment budget rate rules can be tailored to suit specific data 
scenarios, including LINKFRESH dimensions, standard storage 
dimensions, customers, vendors and others.

 System automation controls to facilitate process where required.
 Support for own product, or provision of third party services.
 Charge element budgeting for costs and revenues. 

Consignment Trading
  Consolidate an item or batch of mixed items to a single 

Consignment.
  Support for multiple trading arrangements - Purchase, Grade-out, 

Pack-out and Commission.
  Extended visibility of Consignment information where applicable 

throughout solution.
  Seamless integration between Consignment, General ledger and 

Stock systems.
  Track and analyse budgeted, forecasted and actual costs for the 

consignment.
 Allocation of sales income to consignment.
  Real-time costing allocation of consignment data resulting in up to 

the minute costing information.
 Status managed consignment processes.
 Consignment specific stock valuation.
 Asynchronous transaction processing support.

Consignment Traceability
  Complete end to end traceability of all inventory and financial 

transactions that occurred with relation to a consignment of 
received goods; regardless of mixing in production, returns  
and rework. 

 Extended product trace to consignment level.

Consignment Profitability
  Calculate consignment performance based on accumulation  

of income against costs.
 Realise costs to general ledger based on trading. 
 Analyse and report on consignment profitability.

Charge Management
  Flexible configuration of charge rules for costs and income to be 

associated with a consignment at a range of flexible trigger points 
through the supply chain.

  Consignment level management for Revenues, costs and cost of 
sales.

 Accrual accounting support.

Grower Returns / Self Billing
 Grower returns and self-billing process management.
 Fixed price and open price consignments.
  Return price to grower based on raw material, grade out or pack 

out.
  Commission calculations based on Fixed Amount, Income % and 

Margin %.
 System calculated payback suggestions.
 Early payback support with value extrapolation logic.
 Template controlled Grower return reporting and value grouping.
 Charge recovery and re-charge support.
 Review and approve returns before sending.
 Claims and adjustments.
 Generate self-billing purchase invoices / credit memos.
 Historic Grower Returns ledger.
 Full integration with workflow.



LINKFRESH   
Third Party Services
Third Party Inventory management
  Third party inventory management through dedicated document 

administration.
 Fully integrated with D365 Finance and Operations warehousing, 

production and operations
 Transaction history after posting.
 3rd party inventory owner management.
  Transparent differentiation between own and 3rd party inventory for 

stock utilisation and valuation.
 Management of service charges throughout supply chain process.
  Third party services invoicing, supporting both external and 

intercompany customers.
 3rd party consignment support for services profitability reporting.

Contract Packaging
  Identify production orders and other value added services as third 

party for Contract Packing services.
 Define charges for operations by customer.
  Record consumption of own packaging/stationery with third party 

inventory.
 Record ad-hoc charges on the finished production order run.
  Integration with sales ledger for seamless billing of Contract Packing 

services.

Third Party Service Invoicing
  Facilities for multi-Trader and multi-service provider intercompany 

processing.
 Trader / Service Provider Integration within one system.
 Intercompany inventory synchronisation.
 Intercompany process document synchronisation.
 Automatic intercompany service charge accrual posting processing.
 Intercompany Service charge invoicing management.
 Shared Warehousing.



LINKFRESH    
Advanced Transportation 
Management
Transport Requests
  Ability to track requirements for transport including food specific 

logistics units such as pallets, dollies, dolavs, amongst others.

Load Management
  Manage the consolidation of transport by logistics unit taking into 

account temperature and product type.
 Generate load plans.

Loading Slots and 
appointment booking
  Manage the high speed turnaround of vehicles in loading bays with 

appointment times.
 Flexible transportation to warehouse process integration.

Haulage Charges
  Flexible charge rate structure with integration to consignment 

profitability data.
  Creation of accruals in the general ledger to manage expected 

costs.
 Transport transaction ledger.

Haulage Invoice Matching
 Integration with the purchase ledger for haulier payment.
  Integration with consignment profitability data for actual costs 

management.

Container management
 Support for container generation and packing within dispatch.
 Container ASN output document.



LINKFRESH    
Farming

LINKFRESH Farming
 Fully integrated with the LINKFRESH Foundation Module,   

 LINKFRESH Farming includes features to manage growers and  
 farm records, as well as harvest forecasting and farm operations.
 LINKFRESH farming provides all the tools to ensure compliance  

 with current and future agricultural and food safely legislation. 
  Land Parcel Management including tracking ownership, leasehold 

status and the crops grown therein.
  Tracking of planting systems, watering systems and pollinator 

distribution.
 Harvest Forecasting.
  Material Application management.
  Crop Protection Agent Management – recipes of crop protection 

agent combinations and formulations for each crop symptom to be 
treated.

  Crop Protection Asset Management.
 Application Constraint Management - Management of constraints  

 in application frequency and wait time after application before   
 harvest.
 Irrigation Equipment Management.
  Graphical farm structure designer.



LINKFRESH    
Advanced Quality 
Control
Transport Requests
  Quality Control templates assist in rapid and easy creation of new 

QC tests.
  Test definition and grouping, with produce dimensions.
  Record groups of test results.
  Calculate RAG rating and approve lots for use.
  Support for raw material, pack line, and finished goods tests.
  Positive release.
  Shelf-life records.
  Create lot-level or pallet level blocks, which are designed to restrict 

utilisation or movement of product in question.
  Targeted work specific quality check triggers.
  Facility for quality checks related charges, integrated to 

consignments.
  Non-conformance management, with related charges integrated  

to consignments.
  Wide range of test types including Composite, Date based,  

multi-test results and calculated tests, amongst others.

LINKFRESH Mobile QC
•  Intuitive Quality control tests and updates via mobile device, 

including iPad.



LINKFRESH    
Advanced Mobile 
Warehousing

  Streamlined warehouse mobile processes for produce handling, 
such as:  

 - LF Product Receipt
 - LF Receipt Put-away
 - LF Pick for Despatch
 - LF Pick for Production
 - LF Production Put-away

  Enhanced processing for surrounding warehouse functions,  
such as: 

 - Product Inquiries, by Pallet, location, Item, Batch
 - Stock adjustments
 - Label printing
 - Work pools and User assigned work

  Seamless process integration between Mobile and terminal, 
allowing users to easily switch between environments for same 
transaction processing.


